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Why should you care about NFTs?Aren’t they just bad art stored on the blockchain?It turns

out, NFTs are simply the first phase of a technological transformation that will impact our world

in ways similar to the internet revolution over the previous two decades.Join the original NFT

archaeologist as he shares his real-life journey through the NFT explosion of 2021 and walks

you through his vision for the future of NFTs, crypto, and Web 3.0.The journey, though, hasn’t

been one of looking forward but of reaching back. To find the early steps that people took to

build the foundations of the modern NFT. To document and shed light on those projects that

helped bring us to where we are now and propelled us into the Web 3.0 future.“NFT

archaeology” may seem like a ridiculous term when you realize that we are talking about

projects that are often no more than three years old. But when you understand the future of

Web 3.0 and the vital role that NFTs play in this new world, you will get why investors are so

bullish on the future value of these projects.

Swirling tidal currents draw the family's inflatable kayaks into a pod of spouting belugas; 4-year-

old son Katmai transforms himself into a woolly mammoth during a spring blizzard and endless

tidal flats pose a serious risk with their quicksand-like mud. --Alaska Dispatch News"...they

moved through a world wildly different from the ones their friends inhabited back in town. Tides

rather than timeclocks ruled their progress. Weather transformed their moods. Peppered with a

philosophical take on Alaska's unique wilderness, this memoir nevertheless remains solidly

rooted in the mud of ordinary life." --Alaska MagazineThe author's narrative interweaves details

of her own outdoor adventure with the history of the inlet and contemporary lives of the people

who make their living and home on the its coast. --Coast Magazine --This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorErin McKittrick, along with her husband Hig, has walked,

paddled, and skied more than 8000 miles through Alaska's trackless wilderness, including a

thousand miles with her two young children. McKittrick has a master's degree in molecular and

cellular biology, writes regularly for the Alaska Dispatch News, and gives public presentations

on her adventures and work whenever she travels. She and Hig founded an environmental

nonprofit in 2007 called Ground Truth Trekking. The organization combines "ground truth" with

"researched truth," using science and adventure to further the conversation about Alaska

environmental issues. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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make sense.A Quick NoteIn order to get the most out of this book I have created a website
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discuss in the following pages.Just scan this QR code on your phone or visit:

www.nftapebook.comIntroductionIhope this book gives you a window into the world of NFTs

through what has been the craziest, rewarding, and transformative year of my life.And I feel like

I’m just getting started.If you are new to NFTs or crypto in general, you may get a little lost

when I use words like “ape” out of their everyday jungle context. But don’t worry, you will catch

on quickly to this new and wonderful world we are building.And I mean that literally.The entire

world is currently transforming to the digital, to a metaverse.Don’t believe me?Check your

phone’s screen time from yesterday.The “window” into the metaverse currently is your phone,

the clumsy brick that it is.In the future, it will be glasses, contact lenses, or something as yet

undreamed of that will enable an overlay upon our physical reality.This future is called Web

3.0And NFTs and crypto facilitate ownership in this new digital world.My journey, though,

hasn’t been one of looking forward but of reaching back. To find the early steps that people

took to build the foundations of the modern NFT. To document and shed light on those projects

that helped bring us to where we are now and launched us into the Web 3.0 future.When

humanity looks back in 20 years on the work that early NFT projects did to build what we now

understand to be the modern NFT, they will value those early pioneers. Hold them up.

Celebrate them.Because what they did was lay the foundation for a new world.Adam

McBrideCosta RicaOctober 17, 2021Chapter 1To the Moon“Get the yellow one! Get the yellow

one!” my son called out to me.“Got it!” I did. I got the yellow one. We had it, the yellow one –

whatever that would turn out to mean.I was getting MoonCats, an NFT with an image of a cat

you rescued from the moon.About an hour earlier, I was prompted by a tweet to visit

mooncatrescue.com, where you could interact with the smart contract and start rescuing cats.

My instincts told me that it couldn’t be real. It seemed too good to be true. I figured some

hackers must have set up a honeypot or something, some scheme to bleed the community of

ETH.I had figured wrong.Still curious, I typed “mooncatrescue.com” into the Wayback Machine.

There it was, all the proof that I needed. August 9, 2017: the mooncatrescue.com domain had

been live. It was a bonafide website and a genuine piece of NFT history.Holy cow, I thought.

What have I stumbled into here?Something like this shouldn’t have existed at all. It was



Atlantis, Bigfoot, and the Hanging Gardens of Babylon all wrapped up into one. There was no

way for me to oversell this thing because, again, if it was real, it was a once-in-a-lifetime

find.On Google, I searched through some of the earliest articles about NFTs. They all

mentioned CryptoPunks – no two characters the same, highly exclusive, serious prices. No

one was talking about MoonCats, but they were on the Wayback Machine for anyone to see.

This event was a case of multiple discoveries, like Isaac Newton and Gottfried Leibniz drawing

up calculus independently of each other. While CryptoPunks was just emerging, the developers

behind the company Ponderware had been hard at work building MoonCats.The rediscovery of

MoonCats, it would turn out, was momentous for me.It all happened quietly, too. First seeing

them, I thought that the most exciting aspect was the price – free dollars and zero cents. Free

is always good, I thought. How do you argue with free? I could cover the gas, which was

around fifty dollars per transaction, and then hold these things without taking much risk at

all.When I first found out about them, more than 20,000 cats were available to claim out of a

total supply of 25,600. So I assumed that meant there would be plenty of time, days or at least

hours, for me to act if they were going to sell out at all.So I decided to follow the instructions on

the Twitter post. First, I scanned the moon for a cat. Scanning would take a couple of minutes,

and then I was given the image of the cat I had found along with a long string of numbers and

letters. I copied that string, pasted it into the smart contract, and wrote the transaction using my

MetaMask. Simple.In about 20 minutes, I had claimed a handful of cats.This process was fun,

and checking the smart contract, I saw that there were still nearly 20,000 cats available.So

feeling no sense of urgency, I decided that I would take a lunch break.Wrong decision.By the

time I got back from my lunch break, only 9,000 cats remained. It had been a half-hour, maybe

less, and the supply was already dwindling. People were buying up everything that they could.

While I had been moseying around and taking my time, they were going full-on ape.The

momentousness was becoming more apparent to me.Yanking my son out of his virtual school,

I explained what was going on. I told him that this could be something huge, and it wasn’t going

to last forever. Each of us launched multiple tabs simultaneously, just to scan the moon as

quickly as we could. I created a Google Document so that my kid could paste in cats that he

found using his high-powered gaming PC.He would scan and find the cats.I would buy

them.Rinse and repeat.My heart was pounding. I finally understood why those Wall Street

brokers in their vests got so into what they’re doing. This was fun. On the surface, I was

rescuing the cats, but just underneath that surface, I was taking part in history.Pulling my son

out of virtual school had been easy. I sensed that he should be a part of the whole thing too.

Someday, he could look back on that cat-filled afternoon and realize he had been in on

something enormous. For now, we could have some fun together.The regret would come,

unfortunately. Before I tell you about that, let me tell you a little about my son.He’s a great kid. I

know every parent says that, but I mean it. Fourteen years old, he is a gamer through and

through. It’s like a full-time gig for him. Especially during Covid, he would put in fifteen hours in

front of a screen, breaks for food and the restroom, and nothing else.He’s a smart kid, too. I

know that he thinks about things. He is reasonable, and going through the year that he has, all

of these kids have, he has handled it like a champ. If he needs a little extra time watching

YouTube to unwind, more power to him. I trust him enough for all of that.The other thing you

should know about him is that he loves money, even if he doesn’t understand what goes into

earning it. MoonCats made sense to him immediately. It was much more like hunting for

treasure than navigating the international banking system. Right off the bat, he got it.As I was

explaining MoonCats to him for the first time, his only question was: is it going to be worth the

gas? That was a fine question. I had asked it too on Twitter. The response that I got? “DYOR :)



– Do Your Own Research.”Fifty dollars may not be a ton of money, but it is something. If the

cats are free but still cost money to obtain, it may deter some buyers.“Why would anybody pay

anything for these?” he asked me.“They are a part of NFT history, plus free is free,” I said.That

made sense enough. Everyone loves free, and people are scooping these up. They are

showing us that they’re into this type of free.The two of us sat on our computers, him running

scan after scan and me pasting that long code of numbers and letters into the smart contract

and making the purchase. My son was mining lots of cats, as his computer is super powerful

and fast, but neither of us knew what a smart choice of cats was.Were the purple ones good,

or maybe the pink ones?I had no clue. So I trusted his first impression because his eye is much

more artistic than mine.Something my son has taught me that seems relevant is that to him

and his friends, video games are both different from and the same as they were when I was

growing up. As a kid, I would go to my friends’ houses for an evening of video games. We

would order a pizza and fire up whatever title looked promising. Video games were the

centerpieces at our sleepovers and birthday parties. We would huddle in the living room, and

everyone wired into the same console, socializing. These days, all of the video games are

remote. You aren’t going to play at someone’s house any more often than you’re going to print

out an e-mail and stick it in someone’s mailbox.Did we lose something when everything went

online?No, we didn’t – not as my son explains it. He has told me this before, and it makes

perfect sense. When you’re playing a video game, you are automatically in touch with all of the

people playing it, wherever they are in the world. You play a new game and meet new people

who are playing the game too. This is a shared event, no different from the sleepovers my

friends and I would have around the latest triple-A Nintendo title.There is something else to it,

though.My son, playing Fortnite, opened my eyes to the incredible value and momentum of

NFTs. On this game alone, he has spent upwards of $500 on skins. That seemed wild to me.

After all, I had never spent more than sixty bucks on a video game. But there he was, pouring

the price of a fresh console on digital items.And the crazy thing is that the skins in Fortnite

didn’t do anything special. They weren’t like the rarest cards in Magic: The Gathering, banned

from tournament play because of their OP stats. The skins were only skins. They changed the

look of your character for aesthetic and status purposes alone.Basically, to flex to your friends

and fellow players.Now what happens when these skins are NFTs that work in other games,

augmented reality (AR), metaverses, and other things yet to be invented?Wow.When I

understood that for the first time, I got super bullish on NFTs.You think of both of these points,

how they connect to NFTs, and you get an idea of what is happening here. It’s the

commonality, and it’s the experience. My son and I were mining together, but there was a

whole internet-sized living room of people who could mine with us too. We were all rescuing

cats, doing our own thing in this brief and crucial snapshot of NFT history.As we were mining

the cats, we paid little attention to the fees. It was fifty dollars – the last thing on my mind. The

supply was getting smaller and smaller. With every click, the magnifying glass would make its

way across the surface of the Moon, and a cat would pop out. Take the number, put it into the

smart contract – and that’s it. It was a two-minute lead time on every cat. As we were punching

in the numbers, completing them in MetaMask, I was working with around 1 ETH, which

seemed like it would cover any expenses that came up.Big regrets. Big lessons.The next part is

not for the faint of heart. Just know: if you don’t have regrets, you just haven’t lost your baby

teeth yet. That pang you get when you think about all of the could-haves and should-haves, it’s

a healthy feeling. It means you’ve lived a little – stuck your neck out, tried something. Maybe

you can read my story and avoid the regrets by taking mine seriously – but probably

not.MoonCats ended as suddenly as it had begun. There was no fireworks show and no



flashing popup. Simply, the cats had run out. You could still search the moon for cats, and the

website would still feed you up a cat. But the smart contract had no more cats to give. After

more than three years of dormancy, the MoonCats had all been rescued.I felt proud of myself

at that moment. My son and I had mined at least thirty cats. We had put in work. Even if I was

feeling a touch of regret over the lunch break I’d taken, there was a lot more for me to feel up

about than down. We had shown up, we had made moves, and now we were going to reap the

rewards.Opening MetaMask, I saw the spoils: a long list of pending transactions.My heart

sank.I could feel the blood run from my face. Then, it made sense to me. I understood what I

had done wrong. While I was paying fifty dollars for the gas, the people who knew what they

were doing had paid two, three, or four times that. They knew that when the bonanza was on,

paying more in gas moved you to the front of the line.Those who put in high gas amounts got

their orders processed.All of my orders failed.There it was, regret, my old friend. I had made a

fundamental error in my calculations. Fifty dollars had seemed like a cost that I needed to

weigh. In reality, it had been a pittance. The other miners saw what was happening and aped

(that is, thrown in with reckless disregard) their entire wallets at the opportunity.Here I had

gotten excited, thinking that no one had noticed we were making history. Others had noticed,

though. So while I was getting amped up thinking no one was seeing what I was seeing, those

in the know were assuming that the race was on. They recognized that two, three, and four

times the gas price would seem like nothing next to the enormous figures these NFTs were

going to command.That day, MoonCats reached the second spot on the list of the most gas

fees on the Ethereum network. Number two, and I got to be there for it. It was an honor for me

to be a part of that. I’m telling you, it changed my entire worldview. Whatever I had thought

about NFTs and crypto in the past, I was rethinking it all. I was reconsidering all my old

guesses and biases.How could you not?The apes who got in on MoonCats paid more than

$600,000 in gas fees in one day. They spent all of that to adopt – what? Cats? It was big

money, and I was wrapping my head around it. But, little by little, I was putting together what I

knew and what I had felt. The experience made a lot more sense to me that way. It had swept

me up, and to some degree, it hurt me.I could only feel grateful, though. That is what I mean

when I say that I can feel good and bad and upset and excited all at the same time in this

space. I got four of those cats. Four out of thirty, plus a lifetime’s worth of insight. That was it,

my first step, a giant bound into NFTs. I would never turn back, and I would never let go of

those feelings.In the middle of the pandemic, I found something to smile about. While other

people were losing their jobs and struggling to make rent, while they were getting sick and

losing everything, I had uncovered a community that could offer me some answers. I didn’t

have to wonder what the news would say tomorrow or what new Covid lockdowns were

coming.In my head, I could still hear my son calling out, “Get the yellow one! Get the yellow

one!”Chapter 2InterludeThere is a lot that I want to talk about in this book to give you an idea

of what the journey has meant to me so far and where I see it going next. But, before I jump

into all of that, let me tell you a quick story about my brother.When he was just getting his start

in life, about to head off to college, I remember a friend of my dads was over, and as everyone

sat around the dinner table, he asked my brother a question: “If you could be successful at

anything, what would you want to do?”Now we have all had a similar question asked to us. But

it’s usually stated as “what do you want to do?”But my dad’s friend had framed it in a far more

interesting way, and my brother’s response made me take notice.“I would be a treasure

hunter.”At fifty years old, if anyone asks me that question, I will say the same thing.Even better,

I’m going to say that I am hunting for treasure. It’s true, too. Through MoonCats, I got to live out

many kids’ dreams. It was like I had washed up on a magical island, nothing but a magnifying



glass to guide me – and just when I thought I had found the treasure, a wave washed me right

back out to sea again.That’s fine.I’ll take the lesson, along with the community. It’s not what I

asked for, but it’s more than I could have wanted.Chapter 3Back to the BoomIhave to figure this

stuff out, I thought to myself.I couldn’t stay on the crypto sidelines forever and keep my sanity.

There was so much going on, much more than a flash-in-the-pan boom. Like everyone else, I

saw the charts spiking, people raising millions overnight - without a product - and got excited

about the whole thing. I thought that since I had the time and all of this made sense to me, I

should set aside a couple of weeks to see what I could learn. That much, I owed to myself. I

was never one to shy away from big problems. That sort of thing is fun to me. I enjoy setting my

mind on something and then seeing how far I can take it.My goal at the time was only to build

something of my own and learn a whole lot along the way. If I accidentally came up with

something cool in the process, then even better. I was not going to get ahead of myself or take

on too much pressure. The right way to get into it, I thought, was to build something. If I were

going to get anything positive out of this, it would be because I had done something that

someone else had dug.It was curiosity driving me. That was it. I just wanted to know how

everything worked, but my background was in finance, not technology. Still, I was confident that

I could parse out the information I was seeing. That is one of the neatest things about the

internet, after all. If you want to learn something, you can. You can log into YouTube and find

videos that will teach you about anything. Learn how to speak Spanish, learn how to renovate

your kitchen, learn how to take apart the engine in your car: whatever skill you’re lacking, the

internet is there to equip you with it.Seeing other people building things in this space, I felt a

little left out too. I’ll admit that much. There were all of these significant innovations going

around, and I wanted to get in on it. I thought it must have felt this way to people who had seen

the first cars zipping around the roads at the end of the nineteenth century. I don’t know about

you, but I couldn’t have stayed on a horse for too long after seeing a car for the first time.I

wanted in, and to get in, I had to learn.That’s always come naturally to me. My strategy for

learning is this: when I’m looking at something technical like crypto or NFTs, I ask myself what

I want to do with it. I can stare at the ideas for hours and not get anywhere with them. But as

soon as I have a goal in mind, something to build, that’s when it all starts to fall into place for

me.Once there’s a goal in mind, it’s just magic. You can’t make any excuses about knowing this

or not knowing that. Just picture a kid who’s learning how to ride a bike for the first time. He

isn’t going to say he doesn’t understand the pedals, or he doesn’t understand the difference

between a highway and a sidewalk. If you’re riding a bike, you just have to learn. There are

zero excuses not to learn when you’re in the process of doing something. Now is a better time

than ever, too. These laptops are our bikes, and all the world’s our sidewalk.For me, learning all

of this has been a journey dating back twenty years and more. In the late 90s, it was Geocities,

a Yahoo website that let you build websites, that was where I first got my start. I made a

website on Geocities, pretty much drag-and-drop, and I was proud of it. There was no coding,

no server to configure, and no repositories to scour for the perfect scripts and tools. Instead, it

was more like an online journal. You put an image up, you put some text up, and that was your

website. Even that was new, though. That was something I had to learn, and if I hadn’t

envisioned a website and then tried to make it, the drag-and-drop too would have seemed like

a real challenge.Let’s get back to the present day. Once I started learning about blockchain and

crypto, the first thing I built was a coin of my own. It was just one coin, and I didn’t think much

of it. Even naming it was secondary: I called it “Owen Coin” because in the code, I had to give it

a name.I can’t stress enough just how casual my approach was. There was no pre-launch

campaign. I wasn’t hyping this coin on any podcasts or subreddits. It was a code-and-launch



project, just something that I was doing to take my first baby step into the technology. I set the

number of units, something like a billion, and then sent some coins off to my friends. It was

never going to “get big.” Instead, this was an educational project – infinitely valuable because it

taught me about blockchain and crypto.
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